EC. Homecouncil Elects Chairmen At TUES, Meeting

Elections for officers of the East Campus House Committee were held at the weekly meeting of this organization on Tuesday evening, March 6, in the Craft's Library Lounge.

Fostering the elections, Ralph W. Houghton, Chairman of the Activities Committee, reported that the present, laundry room in Building 18 will be closed effective this morning in preparation for the demolition of the building. Three new washers and dryers will be installed, this time next week in the basement of Mon- roe. The cost is expected to be fifty cents for the washer with no charge for the use of the dryer.

During the election proceedings, Robert Rosenbaum '57 was announced for treasurer as was John Coleman '56 for secretary. Ralph W. Houghton '57 was re-elected chairman of the Activities Committee. Tony Ryan '57 (Continued on page 6)

Al Hahn '56 has suggested that MIT take the lead and begin doing more for visiting teams. In addition to the informal sessions, he has suggested that we make tours of the Institute a part of the reception we give to visiting squads. It is a custom in many prep schools to invite the visiting teams to meet the college's student body after the meet.

Sportsmanship is a characteristic which should be part of amateur athletics but through deeds. Athletic teams go long distances for away contests, but through deeds. Athletic teams go long distances for away contests, but visiting teams leave with a lot of respect for the home school. It is surprising that colleges have not adopted this practice.

We applaud Al Hahn and the Number Two Club for their suggestion. Al Hahn's fraternity, Delta Psi, has set an example for the rest of us by arranging for a group to obtain this precious quantity is through favorable publicity.
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